
THE PERSONALIZED POETIC ROMANTICISM METHODS UTILIZED BY

WORDSWORTH

Romantic poetry is the poetry of the Romantic era, an artistic, literary, musical and intellectual In earlyth-century
England, the poet William Wordsworth defined his and Wordsworth approaches nature philosophically, while Shelley
emphasises Most of the romantic poets used supernatural elements in their poetry.

Both are the source of their own normativity, without being subject to any external law. Novalis, Logological
Fragments: 41 Romantic poetry is not alone in exposing the conditions of finite existence, but accompanied by
an ironic way of living. While the absolute itself is conditioned by nothing, it conditions all the finite physical
and mental manifestations of the world. The ideal political community must facilitate a sphere of social life,
which is free and independent of political control because free sociality and conversation, the ends of this
sphere, are both valuable in themselves and the best alternative for external laws. The story regards a journey
taken on a ship that is, at first, under a good omen, that of the albatross who comes to visit the crew on a daily
basis to be fed. To approximate the Absolute, then, we need a mode of consciousness that is particularly suited
to discern a holistic unity in an individual. While it is based on no prior rules, it is also open and receptive to
the work it concerns. Imagination The imagination was elevated to a position as the supreme faculty of the
mind. This movement affected the whole of Europe and America. Burns' poems also show a varied emotional
landscape which has been attributed to a mentally depressive state. He moved to Italy, hoping the warmer
weather might improve his health. The era was a resurgence of thought being influenced by major changes
involving social issues, the role of the economy with industrialization and the political aftermath of the French
Revolution. To properly function and achieve the ethical aim of sociality, the links between the political
members should be organic: the members should not be connected to one another by an externally imposed
social contract, but by natural love, affection and attraction. It was here he met Shelley through Mary and her
sister Claire. Irony thus presents its perspective as restrictedâ€”as only one among many different perspectives
on the unconditioned whole. Uniting both reason and feeling Coleridge described it with the paradoxical
phrase, "intellectual intuition" , imagination is extolled as the ultimate synthesizing faculty, enabling humans
to reconcile differences and opposites in the world of appearance. His works entered into public recognition in
the early twentieth century. A distinguished intellectual and artist he was made Poet Laureate in  Yet, a central
difficulty facing any interpretation of romantic ethics and politics lies in the change that this view has
undergone during the later years of many a romantic: the strong democratic and egalitarian views of the likes
of Friedrich Schlegel and Friedrich Schleiermacher gave way to a growing conservatism and religiosity after 
Even during this stage of their development, the romantics believed that the republic offered the best political
structure. Not only can the divinity once attributed to nature no longer be found therein, but modern science
was also seen as posing a challenge to any attempt at a secular alternative to religion. Without the former,
human beings would be reduced to mere animality; without the latter they would lose their humanity: We
cannot deny the drive to free ourselves, to ennoble ourselves, to progress into the infinite. An alternative
assessment suggests that "he had an ability to entertain contrarities [sic] which may seem Romantic in origin,
but are ultimately subversive of all fixed points of view, all single outlooks, including the Romantic" and that
"he is simultaneously Romantic and not Romantic". Although we can and should legitimize our judgments of
beauty and art, we cannot do so by appeal to any given concepts or norms that are external to the work at
stake.


